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INTRODUCTION 

Faithful to the old expression "without a hoof there is no horse", hardware is the best tool for the 

conservation of hooves in equines that, domesticated by man, carry out some type of activity for him. 

 

The fitting of the hooves is carried out periodically and is a process that must be carried out by a qualified 

farrier and under the supervision of a specialist veterinarian, in order to maintain an adequate 

conformation and balance of the hooves, and allow it to develop the functions of the hoofs. that is 

destined. The horseshoe is a semicircular shaped piece of metal that is fixed to the hoof by means of nails. 

These can be made of different materials, but mostly iron is used for its production, mainly due to the 

ease of finding it in the market and its cheaper price. 

 

However, it has some disadvantages such as the low attenuation of forces that are released from the iron 

when impacting against the ground in the support, which can affect the integrity of the anatomical 

structures contained within the capsule of the hoof and others at an immediately higher level. Despite 

the undeniable protective effect of the hardware on the hoof, there are a number of drawbacks that can 

seriously affect the integrity of the hoof and consequently the health and useful life of the animal. In the 

first place, the attachment of a structure such as the horseshoe, generates spaces that are absolutely 

inaccessible to the cleaning routines that must be carried out daily in the hoof, with which bacteria and 

fungi usually develop, which is favored by the continuous contact with their feces and urine, especially in 

those who remain stalled for long hours in their manger or due to environmental inclemency in the case 

of those who remain outdoors. To the above, it is added that a wrong technique applied to the trimming 

and subsequent hardware can cause a poor conformation of the hoof and can be the cause of 

presentation of various musculoskeletal pathologies that tend to become predisposing and determining 

causes in the shortening and / or cessation of the competitive, recreational or work life of equines. 

 

In the present study in progress, the two main aspects of the hardware problem are addressed, the 

microbiological complications of its use and the factors inherent to the trauma that its use entails, 

especially when the hardware technique omits or does not adequately perform any aspect - however 

minimal it may be - in the trimming of the hoof or in the preparation and nailing of the horseshoe; all 

through the use of horseshoes made from an 83.5% copper alloy. 

 

The encouraging results obtained -with regard to the microbiological problem first and the biomechanical 

effects later- are presented in this work as certified evidence of what constitutes a technological 

innovation that will improve the living conditions of equines and significantly prolong their recreational 

use. , sports and work. A minimal retribution for all that this noble species has given to humanity over the 

centuries. 



 

 

BACTERICIDE AND FUNGICIDE PROPERTIES 

 

In a study carried out with the Microbiology Laboratory of the Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology 

(INTA) of the UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE on the use of horseshoes made with a copper alloy (83.5%) it was 

shown that this achieves a drastic reduction of putrefaction problems in equine hooves, by generating a 

constant release of copper salts, which act on the aerobic and anaerobic bacteria that colonize these 

structures, as well as on the fungi that contribute to the problem, and that in Together they generate 

serious structural damage that frequently makes it impossible for the equine to carry out its usual activity. 

 

This first phase of the project was an important part of the considerations by which the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency of N.A. (EPA), certified copper as the first bactericidal metal, in March 

2008. 

 

In order to evaluate the antibacterial activity of copper alloy horseshoes on the agents that cause 

pathologies in the hoof, 40 horses were shod from an equestrian center of the Chilean Army in the 

Metropolitan Region, 20 experimental horseshoed with copper alloy and 20 controls shod with traditional 

iron, the 40 animals were kept under equal housing, work and daily grooming conditions. The presence 

of aerobic and anaerobic agents was qualitatively identified and quantified through samples taken from 

the sole of each hoof. In the group braided with copper alloy there was little microbial development, only 

two of 20 (10%) had Klebsiella while in the control group (iron) it was abundant, 19 of 20 (95%) showed 

the presence of one or more Enterobacteriaceae. with E. coli and Proteus (60%). In the case of Bacillus sp, 

it was detected in the experimental group in 9 out of 20 (45%) in a low quantity, while in the control group 

it was isolated in 15 out of 20 (75%) with abundant development. S. aureus was only detected in the iron-

braced group. Regarding the anaerobes, C. novyi was isolated in the experimental group in a small 

quantity, while, in the control group, C. perfringens in abundant quantity. B. gracilis was identified in both 

groups, with less development in the group with copper alloy. 

 

Regarding filamentous and yeast fungi, the presence of filamentous fungi was demonstrated in a regular 

amount in all samples from the control group (100%), on the other hand, a lower frequency was detected, 

13 out of 20 (65%) of the horses shod with copper alloy; Regarding yeasts, these microorganisms were 

isolated from the hoof of only one of the iron-shod horses. 

 

As a practical effect of the use of copper alloy horseshoes, a drastic reduction of bacteria and fungi is 

observed, with a notable improvement in the structural condition of the hoof and the arrest of rotting 

processes with its characteristic odor. Despite the immediate antimicrobial action that copper alloy 

hardware develops from the first moment of use, given how long the hoof repair process is, the preventive 

use of this innovative hardware is highly recommended. 

 

This part of the study was financed by Procobre Chile, member of the International Copper Association 

(ICA - New York), an entity that promotes the use of copper to replace other materials, through research 

studies that endorse and justify such procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture N° 1 

Culture of hoof sample with copper alloy 

hardware in MYP medium for detection of 

Bacillus sp. (7 days) 

Picture N° 2 

Culture of hoof sample with iron hardware 

in MYP medium for detection of Bacillus 

sp. (7 days) 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture N° 3 

Culture of hoof sample with copper alloy hardware 

in Baird Parker medium for detection of 

Staphylococcus sp. (7 days) 

Picture N° 4 

Culture of hoof sample with iron hardware in 

Baird Parker medium for detection of 

Staphylococcus sp. (7 days) 



 

 
 

 

 

Picture N° 5 

Hoof severely affected by rot in 

sole, groove and white line. 

Picture N° 6 

Copper Alloy  

Horseshoe 



 
Finally, and given the possibility of an increase in serum copper levels, with the toxicity that this could 

imply, a determination of this element was made in each of the 40 equines that made up the study, serum 

samples were analyzed, not showed differences in copper content, that is, horses shod with copper alloy 

and horses shod with iron had similar averages of serum copper, 97.5 and 97 ug/dl respectively. 

 

GALVANIC CORROSION 

 

Whenever two or more dissimilar metals being submerged in a conductive medium such as water, or with 

a high content of it, a chemical reaction occurs, causing an electric current to be established. The flow of 

this electric current causes the metal, which is chemically more active (softer), to erode. 

 

Galvanic corrosion has been shown to be a beneficial phenomenon in the use of copper alloy horseshoes, 

as it favors and increases the release of copper salts. There is no risk that this corrosion will lead to an 

enlargement of the nailing holes as the nails would have to remain for more than a year holding the 

horseshoes for the nailing hole to become larger than the nail head and thus allow the horseshoe falls off. 

Therefore, since copper nails can be developed, it is preferred to maintain the use of conventional nails 

to take advantage of the beneficial effect of the galvanic corrosion phenomenon. 

 

 
 

 

 

Picture N° 7 

Abundant release of copper salts from the 

beginning of the use of the horseshoe. 

Picture N° 8 

Nails and Horseshoe. 



IMPACT ABSORPTION PROPERTIES 

 

The use of copper alloy horseshoes (83.5%) significantly reduces the traumas that are generated after 

each impact of the shoe against the ground. This is due to the better elastic characteristics of copper and 

its alloys, with respect to the iron with which horseshoes have traditionally been made. This characteristic 

of Copper alloys achieves that an important part of the vibrations (reaction energy) that are generated 

when the shoe hits the ground, dissipate inside the shoe and minimize the vibration that passes to the 

hoof and other structures. of the equine foot. 

This type of trauma is responsible for numerous irrecoverable injuries that result in the premature inability 

of many equines to continue developing their usual activity. 

 

A study of "Comparative Analysis of the Behavior of Iron and Copper Alloy Horseshoes" carried out with 

the Materials Research and Testing Institute (IDIEM) of the Faculty of Physical and Mathematical Sciences 

of the Universidad de Chile, allowed to determine that the copper alloy used in the development of this 

innovative hardware has sufficient structural strength to withstand, firstly, the process of making the 

horseshoe (whether industrial or artisanal), then its adaptation to the hoof prior to nailing, and finally the 

repeated impact on the ground, and the wear and tear caused by its use over a period of 45 days. 

Additionally, a group of 12 horses for sporting use from an equestrian center of the Chilean Army was 

braided, six of which had their hands and right legs braced with copper alloy and their left hands and legs 

with iron; the other six were reversed braided with copper on the left side and iron on the right side. After 

45 days of normal work with an average activity of 90 minutes per day, the iron shoes showed an average 

wear, comparing the initial weight with the final weight of each one, of 2.75% in the hands and 6.09% in 

The paws; for copper alloy horseshoes, these values were 6.71% and 10.33%, respectively. In the latter 

case, in the copper alloy horseshoes, such wear did not affect their resistance and when removed they 

maintained an adequate structure to continue being used. 

 

After their removal, all the copper alloy horseshoes and the iron ones were subjected to a macroscopic 

examination by means of a kit of three aerosols for the structural study of metals (cleaner, penetrating 

liquid and developer), not observing structural damage. such as cracks or fissures inside each shoe. 

 

 
 

 

Picture N° 9 

Structure exam of the 48 

horseshoe in study.  



 
A computational model was developed with the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Faculty of 

Engineering of the University of Santiago to determine the percentage of impact attenuation and 

transmission. This study was carried out to determine the attenuation and transmission of forces 

produced by each horseshoe during the support phase on the ground surface (to date, the preliminary 

report is available). To achieve this, this study focused on determining the traumas produced up to the 

distal interphalangeal joint, which includes the hoof capsule and its internal anatomical structures, mainly 

the bone (third phalanx and distal sesamoid bones) and articular, due to which are the structures that 

suffer the most trauma in each impact. 

 

To carry out this study, a mathematical model called "Impact Model" (Figure 4) was developed, based on 

the "Damping Spring Mass System", which was later implemented in the form of a three-dimensional 

animation with the help of a computer program called " MSC. Visual Nastran 4D ™ 4 ", developing as 

follows: three main components were considered, the horseshoe (X0); the hoof (X1) and the rest of the 

horse mass (X2). Between X0 and X1, two constants were found that correspond to the stiffness of the 

horseshoe (K1) and the cushioning of the horseshoe (C1). Then, between X1 and X2, two constants were 

found pertaining to the stiffness of the hoof capsule and bone structures (K2) and cushioning of the hoof 

capsule and bone structures (C2). Each of these components are linked by springs and shock absorbers, 

transmitting forces from one element to the other. These were quantified and thus the comparative 

behavior was determined as a percentage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture N° 10 

Kit of three sprays. Cleaner (Crick 110), 

Penetrator (Crick 120) and Developer 

(Crick 130).  

Figure N° 1 

Modelo de Impacto. (X0) 

Herradura; (X1) Casco; 

(X2) Resto de la masa 

caballar. (K1) Constante 

de rigidez de la 

herradura; (K2) 

Constante de rigidez de la 

cápsula del casco y 

estructuras óseas. (C1) 

Coeficiente de 

amortiguación de la 

herradura; (C2) 

Coeficiente de 

amortiguación de la 

cápsula del casco y 

estructuras óseas.  



Before developing this computational study, it was necessary to determine mechanical factors such as: 

modulus of elasticity, coefficient of restitution, and constants of damping and stiffness of the horseshoes, 

hoof capsule and bone structures; and also, geometric factors such as: horse mass, weight of the hoof 

capsule with all its internal structures, weight of each horseshoe, and length and diameter of the hoof and 

bones. The values of each of these constants (stiffness and damping) have been determined from the 

different mechanical factors, which were modified according to their geometry. 

After entering these data, the bodies were dropped onto a totally rigid surface, and with this action it was 

intended to evaluate the response to impact between the two horseshoes; The maximum time of support 

of the hoof against the ground was considered for these studies. 

Then, once the computer program solved the mathematical equation of the "Damping Spring Mass 

System", the results of this impact were recorded in three graphs. Each graph represents the horse's gait 

sequence, determining the time of maximum support (maximum force). In the graph called "Ground-

Horseshoe Contact Force", it was developed with the objective of comparing the percentage of impact 

force produced between the two horseshoes. Later, another graph called “Horseshoe-Hoof Force” was 

developed, in order to compare the percentage of forces transmitted to the hoof capsule and bone 

structures, and the percentage of attenuated force for each horseshoe under study. Finally, by means of 

a graph called “Hoof Force-Rest of Horse Mass”, the force that is transmitted to the rest of the horse mass 

was compared, and that it comprises from the proximal interphalangeal joint upwards. 

 

With this study, it was sought to comparatively quantify the structural effect produced by the use of a 

horseshoe based on a copper alloy compared to another made of iron, knowing the forces that are 

generated in both horseshoes under the same movement condition, and with this to demonstrate that 

the copper alloy horseshoe, after impacting against the ground in the support of each step, transmits a 

lesser amount of force towards the structures, mainly bone and articular, which are inside and 

immediately on the hoof of the horses. 

 

 Floor-Horseshoe Horseshoe-Hoof 
Hoof-Rest 

(mass horse) 

Maximum Strength Copper 91.44 91.46 91.47 

Maximum Strength Iron 100 100 100 

% Of diference 
Maximum strength 

8.56% 8.54% 8.53% 

Table No. 1 
Summary of the maximum values obtained in each of the body interactions. 

 

In Table N ° 1, a summary of the maximum forces (time of maximum support) of each horseshoe towards 

the three components of the model is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
In Graph N° 1 it can be seen that copper alloy hardware transmits a lower impact force, around 9% 

(8.56%), compared to iron horseshoe. Therefore, this horseshoe manages to attenuate 8.56% of the 

impact force. 

 

 
 

In Graph N° 2 it can be observed that the copper alloy hardware transmits a lower amount of force 

towards the hoof capsule and internal anatomical structures, due to the fact that it presents a greater 

attenuation, of 8.54%, in comparison with the iron horseshoe. 

 
 

 

 

Graphic N° 1 

Determination of the 

percentage (%) of reaction 

force produced by the 

contact between the soil 

surface and each type of 

horseshoe, copper alloy 

(Cu) and iron (Fe). 

Graphic N° 2 

Determination of the 

percentage (%) of reaction 

force transmitted and 

attenuated by each 

horseshoe (Cu / Fe). 

Graphic N° 3 

Determination of the 

percentage (%) of reaction 

force transmitted to the 

rest of the horse mass, for 

each type of horseshoe 

(Cu/Fe). 

Comparison Force Contact Floor-Horseshoe 

Comparison Force Horseshoe-Hoof 

Comparison Force Hoof-Horse 



In Graph N ° 3 it can be observed that the copper alloy hardware transmits 8.53% less force to the rest of 

the horse mass, corresponding from the proximal interphalangeal joint upwards. 

 

Once the three-dimensional animation was made based on a mathematical model, adapted to real 

conditions and with the help of a particular computer program, the results were established using 

graphics. 

 

The use of copper alloy horseshoes has the characteristic of having greater attenuation and lower 

transmission of impact force towards the components of the model, around 8.56%, compared to the iron 

horseshoe, observing a slight attenuation of the magnitude of force as you move the bodies together. 

 

The value of 8.56% attenuation of the reaction force is significant, because the locomotion of the horse 

corresponds to a cyclical sequence that lasts for a significant time. This attenuation significantly reduces 

the low intensity and repetitive traumas over time that are generated after each impact of the horseshoe 

with the ground. This is mainly due to the better mechanical properties that it presents, being 

fundamental the great capacity of elasticity, damping and ductility of copper and its alloys, with respect 

to the iron with which horseshoes have traditionally been made. These characteristics of copper alloys 

achieve that a large part of the reaction forces that are generated after impact are mitigated by the 

horseshoe and therefore, the forces that, as a reaction, are transmitted to the hoof and to other 

anatomical structures of the equine, managing to reduce numerous irrecoverable injuries that result in 

the premature inability of many equines to continue developing their sporting activity. 

 

This attenuation percentage is independent of the physical and environmental conditions that the 

specimen is in, because it will be proportional to these variables, because the mechanical properties of 

metals and anatomical structures do not change. Although copper alloy horseshoes have less resistance 

to wear due to their high elasticity and flexibility, their hardness and durability are similar to iron shoes, 

which give them great qualities to be used on any type of terrain or copy. Likewise, as it does not present 

any type of structural damage, like iron, it is shown that this innovative copper-based horseshoe has high 

resistance to different stresses, good hardness and toughness, so it can be used in equal measure. 

conditions than iron. 

 

ADAPTABILITY 

 

Copper alloy horseshoes are completely adaptable to the condition of special hardware or to orthopedic 

use, by arc welding with electrodes for copper or with oxygen, thus being able to be transformed to all 

the models required to correct conformation problems, therapeutic management or adapt to the function 

of the equine. 

 

 

Picture N° 11 

Welding bars to the arch for copper 

and alloys of this metal. 



ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES OF COPPER ALLOY HARDWARE 

 

➢ RECYCLABILITY: 

100% recyclable, with economic retribution for the return, in consideration of the international 

price of copper. 

 

➢ ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: 

In HOT fitting, they require a lower thermal application than iron (450º v / s 750º C), which has a 

favorable influence on the reduction of the Carbon Footprint. 

 

➢ MALEABILITY and RAPIDITY: 

They can be worked COLD, without implying a lower structural resistance compared to traditional 

iron, allowing a notable saving of time in each fitting and energy saving (gas or coal). 

 

 

 

 

As an integral part of this project to study new copper applications, a range of additional products based 

on this metal for equestrian use are under development. 

 

➢ PASTE for HOOFS: 

Product formulated for the protection of hoofs, based on Copper Salts, carried in wetting 

elements, and added with other antimicrobial agents. 

 

➢ TEXTILE ACCESSORIES AND COSTUMES with COPPER MICROFIBERS: 

Rest bandages, aprons, capes, sportswear, etc. 
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